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Abstract— For the various advantages of multilevel
inverter (MLI) are used in the power system to control the
voltage. The high quality of MLI waveforms allows,
minimizing the total harmonic distortion (THD), less
electromagnetic interference (EMI) and lower dv/dt ratio. In
the present work different types of MLI are studied and
various levels of cascaded multilevel inverter (CMLI) are
design. The sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM)
technique is used. In the simulation work THD value of
various CMLI is compared.
Keywords—Cascaded multilevel inverter (CMLI), Total
harmonic distortion (THD), Sinusoidal pulse width
modulation (SPWM)
I.
INTRODUCTION
The use of multilevel inverter (MLI) having low total
harmonic distortion (THD) have been widely accepted as next
generation to reduce the harmonics. MLI can be used to
provide the smooth output at critical points in the circuit. In
the large network system there is used to maintain the supply
voltage which must be free from the harmonics. This can be
done by using the MLI. By using the MLI the harmonics are
reduced without disturbing the average power. In recent years
there has been a growing interest in MLI topologies since they
can extend the application of power electronics systems to
higher voltage and high power ratios. The technology of MLI
is very attractive for medium to high voltage range (2-13kV)
applications, which includes motor drive systems, power
distribution, power quality and power conditioning
applications. There are various types of MLI such as (i) diode
clamped MLI (DCMLI) (ii) flying capacitor MLI (FCMLI)
(iii) cascaded MLI (CMLI). Out of these MLIs CMLI is the
best MLI, which has low THD, lower EMI and less dv/dt
ratio. MLIs are based on the fact that sine wave can be
approximated to step waveform. These steps being supplied
from different dc sources connected in series. The level of the
MLI can be calculated by using the formula m= 2s+1. Where
‘m’ is the level of the MLI and‘s’ is the number of dc sources.
As the level of the inverter increases, synthesized output
waveform has more steps, producing very fine stair case
waveform, approaching very closely to the desired sine
waveform. The various types of pulse width modulation
(PWM) techniques are (i) selective harmonic elimination

Fig. 1: Basic circuit diagram of MLI

PWM (SHEPWM) (ii) space vector PWM (SVPWM) (iii)
sinusoidal PWM (PWM). Out of these modulation techniques
SPWM is the best technique, in which sinusoidal wave form is
compared with the triangular waveform. Fig 1 shows the basic
circuit diagram of MLI.
II.
MULTILEVEL INVERTERS
MLI are of three types as given below:
(1) Diode Clamped Multilevel Inverter
(2) Flying Capacitor Multilevel inverter
(3) Cascaded Multilevel Inverter
A. Diode Clamped Multilevel Inverter
A DMLI is shown in fig 2. The DC bus consists of four
capacitors: C1, C2, C3 and C4. For a DC bus voltage Vdc, the
voltage across each capacitor is Vdc/4, and each device voltage
stress will be limited to one capacitor voltage level, Vdc/4,
through clamping diodes. DCMLI output voltage synthesis is
relatively straightforward [3][7][8][9]. An m-level DCMLI
typically consists of (m-1) capacitors on the DC bus and
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capacitors
redundancies
allow
a
choice
of
charging/discharging specific capacitors and can be
incorporated in the control system for balancing the voltages
across the various levels. In addition to the (m-1) dc link
capacitors, the m-level FCMLI will require (m-1) × (m-2)/2
auxiliary capacitors per phase if the voltage rating of the
capacitors is identical to that of the main switches.
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Fig. 2: Diode clamped MLI

produces (2m-1) levels of the phase and line voltages
respectively. Each of the three phases of the inverter shares a
common DC bus, which has been subdivided by four
capacitors C1, C2, C3 and C4, voltage across each capacitor is
Vdc and total DC link voltage is 4Vdc [5][9][12][14]. There are
four complementary switch pairs in each phase, i.e., Sa1-Sa′1,
Sa2-Sa'2, and Sa4-Sa′4.
B. Flying Capacitor Multilevel Inverter
The structure of this inverter is similar to that of the
DCMLI except that instead of using clamping diodes, the
inverter uses capacitors in their place. The circuit topology of
the FCMLI is shown in fig 3. This topology has a ladder
structure of DC side capacitors, where the voltage on each
capacitor differs from that of the next capacitor. The voltage
synthesis in a flying-capacitor inverter has more flexibility
than a DCMLI [3][8][9][10][13]. Unlike the DCMLI, the
FCMLI does not require all of the switches that are on
(conducting) be in a consecutive series. Moreover, the FCMLI
has phase redundancies, whereas the DCMLI has only line-toline redundancies.
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C. Cascaded Multilevel Inverter
Cascade multilevel inverter with separate dc sources is a
relatively new inverter structure among the family of MLIs. A
generalized structure of three-phase CMLI is shown in Fig. 4.
It consists of series connected single-phase full-bridge or Hbridge inverter in each phase with separate DC source (V dc) to
each unit. Each inverter unit can generate three different
voltage outputs, +Vdc, 0 and –Vdc by connecting the DC source
to the AC output by different combinations of the four
switches, Sa11, Sa12, Sa13 and Sa14. To obtain +Vdc, switches Sa11
and Sa14 are turned on, whereas -Vdc can be obtained by turning
on switches Sa12 and Sa13. By turning on Sa11 and Sa12 or Sa13
and Sa14, the output voltage obtained is 0. The number of
output phase voltage levels (m) in a CMLI is defined by m =
2s+1, where s is the number of separate DC sources or Hbridges per phase [3][6][8][10][12][13]. The AC output of
each H-bridge is connected in series and the resultant output
voltage waveform thus obtained is shown in fig 5. The
magnitude of the A.C. output phase voltage is given by va0 =
va1+va2+va3 [18], where va1, va2 … va3 are the magnitudes of
output voltages of H1, H2, H3 bridges respectively.
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Fig. 4: Cascaded MLI

Fig. 3: Flying capacitor MLI
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Table 1: Difference between various types of MLI

Fig. 5: Waveform of cascaded MLI

The difference between the three MLI is shown in the table
1.
III. PULSE WIDTH MODULATION
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is a technique where the
duty ratio of a pulsating waveform is controlled by another
input waveform. The intersections between the reference
voltage waveform and the carrier waveform give the opening
and closing times of the switches. The various modulation
techniques are given below:
(1) Selective Harmonic Elimination PWM (SHE PWM)
(2) Space Vector PWM (SV PWM)
(3) Sinusoidal PWM (SPWM)

[8][11][14]. In SVM the maximum peak of output voltage
waveform is 15% greater than triangular carrier based
modulation techniques. But in the SVM the sector
identification and look up table requirement for the switching
interval for all the vector is very complex. As the level
increases this problem increases to minimize this DSP and
microprocessors are used, which makes this technique very
bulky. For a three phase three level the space vector diagram
consists of six sectors, which have (m-1)2 vector combinations
per sector and m3 switching. In fig. 6, 27 different states have
been located to find the required switching states.

A. Selective Harmonic Elimination PWM
In this technique fundamental switching frequency is used
to eliminate the particular defined number of harmonic orders
[2][8]. This scheme is based on the fact that to eliminate the
defined number of harmonic order the switching angles are
defined and Fourier expansion of output waveform is
obtained. To eliminate the defined number of harmonic order
is given in the equation number (1).

(1)
Where,
n= number of harmonic order
𝜽= switching angle
B. Space Vector PWM
This is the alternative popular control method for the MLI.
This method uses the control variables directly. This technique
use level shifted carrier forms than reference waveforms
Fig 6: SV PWM
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C. Sinusoidal PWM
This is the most widely technique used for the MLI. In this
technique sinusoidal waveform is compared with the carrier
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technique the significant harmonic energy is concentrated at fc.
But because of co phase component it does not appear in the
line voltage [1][6][10][11].

Fig 8: Phase dissipation
Fig. 7: SPWM

waveform, which generates the carrier signals for the
switches. The main problem in this technique is that, power
dissipation is very high. The SPWM technique produces a
sinusoidal waveform by filtering an output pulse waveform
with varying width. A high switching frequency leads to a
better filtered sinusoidal output waveform. The desired output
voltage is achieved by varying the frequency and amplitude of
a reference or modulating voltage. The variations in the
amplitude and frequency of the reference voltage change the
pulse-width patterns of the output voltage but keep the
sinusoidal modulation. A low-frequency sinusoidal
modulating waveform is compared with a high-frequency
triangular waveform, which is called the carrier waveform.
The switching state is changed when the sine waveform
intersects the triangular waveform [3][5][8][9][13]. In fig 7 the
basic diagram of SPWM technique is given. The crossing
positions determine the variable switching times between
states. In three-phase SPWM, a triangular voltage waveform is
compared with three sinusoidal control voltages (Va, Vb, and
Vc), which are 120 degree out of phase with each other and
the relative levels of the waveforms are used to control the
switching of the devices in each phase leg of the inverter.
IV. CARRIER SIGNALS
For comparing the sinusoidal wave with the carrier
waveform, there are various carrier signals are used. The
various types of carrier signals are given below:
(1) Phase Dissipation
(2) Phase Opposition Dissipation
(3) Alternative Phase Dissipation
(4) Phase Shifted
A. Phase Dissipation
In this technique m-1 carrier waveforms are required. All
the carrier waveforms are in phase as shown in fig 8. In this

B. Phase Opposition Dissipation
In this technique all the carrier waveforms are in phase
below and above the zero level. But there is 180 degrees phase
shift between the waves below and above the zero level shown
in fig 9. In this technique harmonics are located at fc for phase
and line voltage waveforms [4][6][10][11].

Fig 9: Phase opposition dissipation

C. Alternative Phase Opposition Dissipation
In this technique m-1 carrier waveforms are required
similar to phase dissipation. The carrier waveforms are
displaced from each other by 180 degrees alternatively shown
in fig 10. In this technique no harmonics occurs at sideband
around fc [1][3][6][10].
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Table 2: THD value of various level of CMLI

CASCADE MULTILEVEL
INVERTER

THD VALUE

Two Level Half Bridge

77.78

Two Level Full Bridge

33.84

Three Level

21.60

Five Level

16.69

Fig 10: Alternative phase opposition dissipation

Seven Level

15.88

D. Phase Shifted
In this technique numbers of carriers are used, which are
phase shifted accordingly shown in fig 11. The harmonics are
produced at side bands (m-1)×fc. Higher the number of level
more the wider gap between fundamental and significant
harmonics [1][3][10][11].

Nine Level

7.23

Eleven Level

4.54

(%)

Fig. 11: Phase Shifted

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the table 2 THD level of various CMLI is given in table
2. From the simulation it is concluded that CMLI is the best
then other MLIs and SPWM is the best among all. The THD
value of two level inverter to eleven inverter is shown in fig.
12-18.
Fig. 12: Two Level Half Bridge Inverter
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Fig. 13: Two Level Full Bridge Inverter

Fig. 15: Five Level Inverter

Fig. 14: Three level Inverter

Fig. 16: Seven level Inverter
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VI. CONCLUSION
From the simulation work it is concluded that as the level
of the inverter increases THD level increases, which must be
less than 5% according to IEEE-519 and in the proposed work
it reduced to 4.54 %. From the simulation it is also concluded
that SPWM technique is better than other modulation
techniques.
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